
198 Part II The Central Middle Ages 

Although such accusations were exaggerated, it does seem likely that some Provençal 
nobles were attracted to the new teaching by the opportunity of living well while ap-
propriating Church lands in good conscience. 
   By the dawn of the thirteenth century, Catharism was viewed by the Church as 
posing a dangerous threat to the unity of Western Christendom. Catholic Christians 
regarded the Cathars as a horrible infection spreading through the body of Western 
Christendom, and it was believed, apparently erroneously, that the Cathars were strong 
enough to have created a sort of shadow Church in some parts of southern France, with 
Cathar bishops, monasteries, and perfecti commanding the support of noble and poor 
alike. As we shall see in the next chapter, the fi ght to eradicate Cathar beliefs created 
both a crusade within Europe (1209–1229) and the establishment of inquisitorial proce-
dures. The results were dramatic, and by the middle of the thirteenth century, only a few 
Cathars persisted in some isolated parts of the south. 
   Catharism drew heavily on popular anti-clericalism—that is, resentment of the 
infl uence, wealth, and sacramental power of the clergy. For other sects, this rejection 
of the special privileges of the clergy was even more central, and this was especially 
true of the Waldensians, founded by a merchant of Lyons known to history as Peter 
Waldo. Around 1173, Waldo gave all his possessions to the poor and took up a life of 
apostolic poverty. He and his followers sought the Church’s permission to preach in 
towns. The Church refused, for it worried about preaching by untrained laypeople (es-
pecially, untrained lay women ), and it preferred to leave religious instruction in the hands 
of ordained males. But Peter Waldo continued to preach, and so too did the men and 
women who followed him. These acts of defi ance, along with Waldo’s growing doubts 

TIMELINE 8.1 Christian Heresies, 1000–1300
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